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Limited bonding valence, usually accompanied by well-defined directional interactions and selective bonding mechanisms, is
nowadays considered among the key ingredients to create complex structures with tailored properties: even though isotropically
interacting units already guarantee access to a vast range of functional materials, anisotropic interactions can provide extra
instructions to steer the assembly of specific architectures. The anisotropy of effective interactions gives rise to a wealth of
self-assembled structures both in the realm of suitably synthesized nano- and micro-sized building blocks and in nature, where
the isotropy of interactions is often a zero-th order description of the complicated reality. In this review, we span a vast range
of systems characterized by limited bonding valence, from patchy colloids of new generation to polymer-based functionalized
nanoparticles, DNA-based systems and proteins, and describe how the interaction patterns of the single building blocks can be
designed to tailor the properties of the target final structures.
1 Introduction
In the realm of rational materials design, specific structures at
the nano- and micro-scale can be conceived for a vast range of
technological applications: particular attention is for instance
devoted to non close-packed architectures, that can act as cat-
alysts, filters, sensors, biomimetic scaffolds or drug delivery
devices1–3. Responsive open structures can indeed be used
in biotechnological applications for tissue engineering, sens-
ing and purification where self-repairing, switchable porosi-
ties and the ability to capture drugs are required4,5. Addition-
ally, materials containing ordered arrays of holes are also very
interesting for functional devices in fields such as photonics,
optoelectronics, thermophotovoltaics and for energy storage
technologies6.
Rather than relying on externally-controlled tools, many
fabrication methods are nowadays based on self-assembly pro-
cesses. Self-assembly is essentially the formation of some
kind of order, perceived by humans and possibly quantified
by some order parameter, as a result of a competition between
various enthalpic and entropic factors7. This holds in atomic
or (bio)molecular systems as well as on much larger length
scales, as for instance in colloidal systems, where the self-
assembling units are typically orders of magnitude larger than
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atoms and molecules. Self-assembly in colloidal model sys-
tems is no different than self-assembly in atomic or molecular
systems, with the added benefit that the large characteristic
sizes allow for the easy inspection of the resulting structures
and their dynamics.
In order to gain a greater control over the self-assembly, it
is beneficial to impose additional constraints 8. Extra instruc-
tions can be for instance imparted upon the particles if their
interactions are no longer merely isotropic but rather depend
on their relative positions and orientations9,10. Present-day
approaches to rational materials design try to address the char-
acteristics of the building blocks that are both experimentally
feasible and able to stabilize mesoscopic structures of interest,
looking meanwhile for the conditions that guarantee the as-
sembly of these units into desired architectures. In the realm
of artificial nano- and micro-sized units, patchy colloids11,12,
i.e., particles with directional and selective interactions often
induced by chemically or physically patterned surfaces, are re-
garded as promising building blocks for smart materials with
designed symmetries and properties. The two main properties
of these building blocks, i.e., the limited bonding valence and
the directionality induced by the bonding sites, favor those ar-
chitectures that are compatible with the features of the single
unit11,12.
Beyond materials science, many naturally-occurring sys-
tems are known to give rise to a wealth of self-assembled
structures by virtue of some anisotropy13. The effective in-
teractions between the constituent entities of these systems
are often complex and it remains challenging to identify the
key elements for guiding and controlling their self-assembling
processes. Assembly of biomolecules into supramolecular
complexes is at the heart of many biological processes and
the dynamic interplay of the different components leads to
biological functionality14. Complex interactions between
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biomolecules, such as lysozymes and other proteins, or
supramolecular complexes, such as viruses, have been re-
cently described as patchy, meaning that the effective inter-
actions in these systems are characterized by limited valence
and directionality15–22.
In this review, we present a selection of recent advance-
ments in the field of anisotropically interacting units, focusing
on patchy colloidal systems, recently developed soft function-
alized nanoparticles and biomolecules. In order to span such
a broad range of systems in a concise and clear fashion, we
propose a classification of limited valence units according to
the path leading to the production or formation of these dif-
ferent anisotropically interacting entities: we refer to patchy
particles resulting from either the top-down or the bottom-up
route. Of course, it is difficult to draw a hard line between
the two paths since the emergence of anisotropic interaction is
arguably based on self-assembly mechanisms in most of the
cases. Here, we make the distinction according to whether
or not the resulting units are characterized by internal degrees
of freedom: the top-down route results essentially into hard
particles with a pre-defined and fixed patchiness, while the
bottom-up path leads to soft units with flexible bonding pat-
terns. Within the top-down route, many synthesis techniques
have been developed to produce functionalized units, mostly
allowing the fabrication of patchy colloids where the patch
size, number and distribution are determined at the synthesis
level and maintained unaltered during the consecutive assem-
bly11,23–25. In contrast, within the bottom-up path, anisotrop-
ically interacting units arise through self-assembly of smaller,
possibly flexibly-linked, subunits26,27. The particular features
of such self-assembled patchy aggregates are the extremely
soft interactions and the possible fluctuations in the number,
positions and/or in the size of the patches. Not all routes
towards functionalized units can be classified in a neat way:
for instance, patchy particles obtained by grafting polymer
brushes to the surface of colloidal particles28 are the result of
a self-organization process, but those patchy units do not have
the degrees of freedom associated to a flexible patchiness. An
other example where the proposed classification becomes am-
biguous is represented by a new type of polymeric networks
named vitrimers: vitrimers are malleable materials that can re-
arrange their topology without changing their average connec-
tivity29; the phase behavior of these systems has been recently
described with a patchy model that combines a non-flexible
particle geometry with a bond switching dynamics that mim-
ics the bond exchange mechanism at the basis of the extraordi-
nary properties of vitrimes30. In addition, the proposed clas-
sification is inherently fluid as some systems might be catego-
rized differently depending on the specific point of view: pro-
teins can, for instance, be described as (charged) “top-down”
patchy colloids or as “bottom-up” complex units (emerging
from the folding process) with directional interaction sites.
Nonetheless, with all its limitations, the proposed classifica-
tion provides insight in the interplay between the design of
anisotropic interaction patterns and the balance between en-
tropy and enthalpy during assembly.
This review is organized as follows: in section 2 we present
an overview of the experimental advancements in the field
of top-down patchy colloids together with the related theo-
retical/numerical progress on the understanding of their self-
assembly, while in section 3 we focus on bottom-up patchy
units, again presenting both the experimental and theoreti-
cal/numerical state of the art. In both sections, we propose
a selection of systems that we consider particularly promis-
ing to obtain a greater control over self-assembly processes.
In particular, the discussion on top-down patchy systems fo-
cuses on the following topics: in subsection 2.1 we discuss
results accumulated so far on charged particles with oppo-
sitely charged patches, in subsection 2.2 we propose a brief
discussion on globular proteins in solutions that have been
recently described as patchy entities, in subsection 2.3 we
present the interesting interplay between non-spherical shapes
and anisotropic bonding patterns, while in subsection 2.4 we
touch upon the tantalizing perspective offered by encoding
instruction for self-assembly in flexibly-linked sequences of
different types of patchy particles. Within the discussion on
bottom-up patchy systems we focus on the following topics
in more detail: the spontaneous formation of patchiness in
polymer-based systems, reported in subsection 3.1, the effect
of anisotropic interactions in the hierarchical self-assembly of
DNA-based systems, discussed in subsection 3.2, and the rel-
evance of patchiness in biological systems, analyzed in sub-
section 3.3. Finally, in section 4, we draw our concluding re-
marks.
2 Patchy particles from the top-down route
The common characteristic of anisotropically interacting units
resulting from top-down synthesis approaches is the negligi-
bility of fluctuations in the particles surface pattern and/or
shape. In other words, most of the instructions for the self-
assembly of these units is imparted at the synthesis level ei-
ther by selectively modifying the surface of the particles or
by following experimental protocols leading to non-spherical
shapes, while any fluctuations are frozen in as permanent poly-
dispersity. What is left to tune the self-assembly with after
synthesis is the physical and chemical properties of the dis-
persing medium and the presence or absence of external fields.
The simplest type of patchy colloidal system is represented
by the special case of Janus particles31,32, i.e., particles with
two distinguishable hemispheres characterized by different
surface properties. Fabrication methods yielding large vol-
umes of Janus particles and guaranteeing a precise control
over the properties of the two hemispheres have undergone
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impressive steps forward. Unfortunately, only a few of the de-
veloped techniques can be extended to produce other surface
decorations of patchy colloids. A very helpful classification
of synthesis methods of patchy particles was presented in ref-
erence11, but we also encourage the interested reader to con-
sult other more recent experimental overviews on patchy col-
loids24,33. In the following, we briefly summarize the most
used synthesis methods with the aim of providing an idea
about present-day experimental challenges, such as the fine
control on the surface patterns (size, shape, position and ori-
entation of the patches), the richness of the pattern morpholo-
gies (number of patches per particle), and the scalability of the
methods (amount of synthesized particles).
A class of surface modification techniques that has been
successfully applied to make several types of patchy parti-
cles for self-assembly studies is glancing angle deposition 34;
here a layer of material, usually a metal or an oxide, is de-
posited from a glancing angle on particles in an ordered two-
dimensional array 34 or in the grooves of templates35, to in-
fluence the size and shape of the patches through the casting
of shadows. The subsequent etching of deposited patches to
make these smaller36 can be combined with the possibility to
lift off and flip the entire particle array to proceed with the
modification of patches on the other side of the particles37.
The interactions between the patches can then be determined
by a specific surface coating of the deposited material; for
instance a gold layer can be functionalized with a thiol to
make attractive, hydrophobic patches38 or charged regions39.
Another important category of synthesis methods is templat-
ing, in which some sacrificial material is used to temporarily
shield part of the particle surface during its fractional mod-
ification. Most templating techniques yield Janus-like parti-
cles, but there are exceptions that yield two patches on spher-
ical particles40,41 or even non-spherical particles with two
polymeric caps resulting from partial etching of electrospun
polymeric wires42. Finally, a conceptually simple manner to
make particles with one or two polar patches is based on con-
tact printing, usually with a soft polydimethylsiloxane stamp
on two-dimensional particle arrays43. The size of the pro-
duced patches can be varied via the stiffness of the stamp25,
which can be easily modified through the mixing ratio be-
tween monomers and cross-linkers, the applied pressure and
the amount of “ink“ used. Both physical interactions such as
charge attractions and hydrophobicity43 as well as chemical
bonds can be used to fix the used ink to the particles25,44,45.
To date, the aforementioned techniques allow for a fine con-
trol over the patch size and position, while the number of
patches per particle is typically limited to one or two and the
amount of particles produced in a single batch is little. Great
efforts have been devoted to the creation of colloids with rich
surface patterns, consisting of many patches arranged in geo-
metrical patterns. In this direction, liquid interfaces and sur-
face tension have been used to provide anisotropy in surpris-
ing ways. For instance, particles on the surface of an emul-
sion droplet form regular aggregates upon evaporation of the
droplet46. Controlled patch sizes result upon swelling these
regular aggregates with a liquid monomer to be later poly-
merized23. Interactions between the patches can be modified
and made specific by functionalizing the patch surface with
DNA23 or metal-coordination-based recognition units47. The
larger patches made in this way are protrusions on the particle
surface. Alternative methods to make particles with protrud-
ing patches are based on swelling polymeric particles with ad-
ditional monomer48 or on condensing monomer droplets on
oxide particles49. A subsequent polymerisation is then used
to render these monomeric patches permanent. A multitude of
relatively small protrusions of monomers can be polymerized
to form areas with an effective surface roughness. In combi-
nation with depletion attractions induced by depletants on the
scale of the roughness, neutral patches or protrusions can be
realized on otherwise attractive particles50. Similarly, dim-
ples left after a two-stage polymerization51 or flat faces left
after temporary melting at a flat substrate can be used to ren-
der inherently isotropic interactions such as depletion50,52 and
van der Waals attractions53,54 directional.
Beyond the challenges in the particle synthesis, experimen-
tal methods to produce self-assembling building blocks with
specific surface patterns also deal with challenges related to
the achievement, and possibly the observation, of the desired
assembly behavior. First of all, to facilitate the microscopic
study of any self-assembled structure, it is advantageous that
the particles are dispersed in a refractive index matching sol-
vent, i.e., a solvent with the same refractive index as that of
the particles55. Moreover, for self-assembly to take place in
the bulk, a relatively large amount of particles is needed that
should also be density matched to suppress sedimentation or
creaming towards a hard wall. This can be achieved by work-
ing with small particles: the gravitational length has to be large
enough to make sedimentation irrelevant on the timescale of
the experiment. However, the resolution of the used mi-
croscopy technique sets the lower bound to the particles size.
One can afford to work with larger particles by density match-
ing them in a properly chosen solvent mixture56,57. Finally,
it is important to note that the speed of diffusion and there-
fore the rate at which any self-assembly takes place depends
strongly on the size of the particles. The choice of the com-
position of a colloidal system for self-assembly experiments
is a compromise between requirements on the time scale, the
length scale, the density, the refractive index and all those
properties determining the colloidal interactions that should
ideally lead to the desired assembly behavior, and all these
factors complicate the fabrication of anisotropic particles for
studies in three-dimensions more than in two-dimensions.
The spontaneous assembly of patchy colloids has been
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experimentally observed for instance in the formation of
strings43 and micelles39 of Janus particles and in the site-
specific aggregation of finite colloidal clusters58 or in the
formation of an extended, two-dimensional crystal, known
as kagome lattice38. It is worth noting that assembly of
patchy particles can be further influenced with external fields,
especially in the case of conducting patches on dielectric
particles59–63. Under the influence of electric or magnetic
fields, the formation of chains, staggered chains or close and
loosely packed two-dimensional crystals can be induced64.
An overview of experiments in which external fields under dif-
ferent orientations are used is given in reference65. It is also
worth noting that particles with an anisotropic surface chem-
istry can move in, possibly self-induced, gradients, a motion
that bears similarities to the active swimming of some bacte-
ria. Active patchy colloids are beyond the scope of this review
and we refer the interested reader to a number of excellent
review articles66–68.
From the numerical and theoretical point of view, many
model systems have been developed during the past years to
include patchy directional interactions in the pair potential be-
tween colloidal particles. Most of the patchy models proposed
in the literature are designed to mimic the behaviour of top-
down patchy colloids, as they usually consist of isotropically
repulsive spherical units carrying a fixed and small number of
attractive interaction regions: patches are typically arranged
on the particle surface and their positions are fixed in a pre-
defined geometry. The most popular models are the Kern-
Frenkel model69, the sticky spots model70 and the orienta-
tional Lennard-Jones model71. Despite their simplicity, these
models have been successfully employed to investigate a huge
range of phenomena, from the formation of quasicrystalline
structures in the absence of an external field72,73 to reentrant
gels74 and reentrant spinodals75, while the self-assembly of
such systems has been deeply investigated also under grav-
ity76, on substrates77, or under shear78,79. In parallel, theo-
retical tools developed to investigate the structure and thermo-
dynamics of top-down patchy colloids have reached a mature
stage. In this context, the theoretical cornerstone is provided
by the Wertheim theory80, which has been extended to support
multi-component mixtures81, patches of different types82,83,
multiple bonds per patch84, ring-forming systems85, systems
in confined porous media86 and much more87–89.
The incredible variety of behaviors exhibited by the systems
presented above are a testament of the versatility of build-
ing blocks with patterned surfaces. In the next sections we
present some selected examples of systems composed of top-
down patchy particles which we consider particularly promis-
ing both to assemble materials with desired properties and to
gain a deeper understanding of complex systems that show a
well-defined self-assembly behavior: in section 2.1 and 2.2 we
highlight how heterogeneously charged colloids and proteins,
respectively, are intrinsically patchy systems, in section 2.3 we
investigate the interplay between non-spherical particle shapes
and specific interaction sites on the particle surface, while in
section 2.4 we describe in detail systems of self-folding col-
loidal strings composed by patchy units.
2.1 Charged patchy colloids
Non-homogeneously charged colloids have recently emerged
as promising building blocks for target structures with specific
properties at the nano- and micro-scale. Colloids character-
ized by well-defined surface regions carrying different surface
charges can be generally described as charged patchy parti-
cles; in order to emphasize that these units are a different
class of patchy colloids with respect to conventional patchy
particles, they are often referred to as inverse patchy colloids
(IPCs)90: the term inverse refers to the fact that, while con-
ventional patchy systems are typically characterized by the
presence of attractive regions on the surface of otherwise re-
pulsive particles, IPCs carry extended patches that repel each
other and attract those parts of the colloid that are free of
patches. This class of systems was originally introduced to de-
scribe complex units emerging from the adsorption of charged
polyelectrolyte stars onto the surface of oppositely charged
colloids91, but it now includes micro-scale particles manu-
factured with a ternary distribution of the surface charge41.
Clearly, also Janus particles with differently charged hemi-
spheres39,43,92 can be considered as (the simplest case of) IPC
units. It is also worth noting that complex interactions be-
tween biomolecules, such as proteins and viruses, have been
described as patchy (see also section 2.2), making it possible
to employ the models and techniques developed for IPC sys-
tems to achieve a deeper understanding of the assembly phe-
nomena in these natural systems.
Within the framework of materials design, the first elabo-
rate model for heterogeneously charged particles was devel-
oped for colloids characterized by two charged polar patches
and an oppositely charged equatorial belt95. Subsequently,
the idea to study simple models of particles with hetero-
geneously charged surfaces proliferated within the commu-
nity. A charged patchy model was for instance developed
to study the bulk aggregation behavior of charged Janus-
like particles as a function of the patch size96. A different
modeling of charged Janus colloids was proposed to investi-
gate the relation between the order of the multipolar expan-
sion of the inter-particle potential and the resulting minimum-
energy clusters97. In the context of globular proteins, a set
of charged patchy particle models was introduced98 to study
the adsorption of such units on a polyelectrolyte chain99 or
a polyelectrolyte brush layer100. Janus-like dipolar particles
and protein-like units have been also modeled to understand
how the charge distribution affects the properties of the fluid
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Fig. 1 IPCs under planar confinement93,94. Typical simulation snapshots of the several types of IPCs (labelled from the left to right as 60c,
60n, 45c, 45n, 30c and 30n, specifying both the patch opening angle and the net particle charge) under confinement between two parallel walls
at distance 1.45 (in units of the particles diameter); the top wall is always neutral, while the bottom wall can be either neutral (panels in the
central row, labelled with ZwZp = 0, where Zw is the charge of a unit square on the bottom wall and Zp is the patch charge) or charged (panels
in the top and bottom rows, labelled with ZwZp < 0 and ZwZp > 0, respectively). Particles are colored according to the number of bonded
interactions; the corresponding color code is displayed at the bottom.
phase with particular focus on the gas-liquid phase separa-
tion101. Finally, a highly sophisticated model for particles
with icosahedral, octahedral, and tetrahedral charge decora-
tions has been put forward to describe the effective interac-
tions between virus capsids102.
Within this broad class of systems, we focus in the fol-
lowing on the results accumulated so far for the most stud-
ied IPC systems. We refer to the coarse-grained description
of the effective interactions between IPCs that was originally
developed for particles with two identical polar patches and
an oppositely charged equatorial belt95 and later generalized
to characterize colloids with richer surface patterns103. The
model features hard spherical particles with a surface divided
into a few extended regions with different properties; the in-
teraction between two IPCs is characterized by three indepen-
dent sets of parameters: the interaction ranges of the differ-
ent surface areas, their interaction strengths and their surface
extents. These parameters can be related to the physical fea-
tures of the underlying microscopic system – such as the elec-
trostatic screening of the solvent around the colloids or the
charges of the different regions of the particle surface – by
developing a suitable description within the framework of the
Debye-Hu¨ckel theory for dilute electrolytes104. Thanks to this
rigorous derivation, the resulting IPC model is not a toy model
despite being characterized by a high degree of computational
simplicity.
The distinctive feature of IPC systems is the non-trivial in-
terplay between attractive and repulsive directional interac-
tions: it characterizes the fluid phase105,106 as well as the gas-
liquid phase separation107 and it gives rise to very interesting
assembly and phase behaviors. In particular, numerical in-
vestigations on IPC systems with two identical polar patches
have shown that an emerging feature of such systems is the
formation of planar aggregates either as monolayers closed to
a charged substrate93,94 or as bulk equilibrium phases107,108.
Close to a homogeneously charged substrate, IPCs with two
identical patches form assemblies with well-defined transla-
tional and orientational order depending on the charge ratio of
the different entities involved, the patch size and the interac-
tion range (see Figure 1)93,94. The features of these assem-
blies depend on the system parameters and were proven to re-
versibly respond to changing conditions such as the pH of the
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solution and the charge of the substrate94. It is worth noting
that the same morphological features observed in simulations
have been found in experimental samples of IPCs sedimented
on a glass substrate41; however, while all clusters in the same
numerical sample have the same spatial and orientational or-
der, experimental IPCs form different particle arrangements
within the same sample, probably due to the patch polydisper-
sity.
In the bulk phase, a tendency towards two-dimensional or-
dering has been often observed. Three-dimensional structures
with two-dimensional order are stabilized by several IPCs sys-
tems with two identical patches. For overall slightly charged
IPCs with relatively extended and long-ranged patches, a crys-
tal formed by parallel monolayers is stable in a wide region of
the temperature versus density plane108; the region of stability
of this laminar phase depends on the system parameters, e.g.,
it expands upon increasing the charge imbalance (that is, on
changing the pH of the solution) and/or upon reducing the in-
teraction range (i.e., on changing the salt concentration of the
colloidal suspension)107. The formation of a similar lamel-
lar structure can be also observed in a system of overall neu-
tral IPCs. In contrast to the slightly overcharged case, neutral
particles self-assemble into a lamellar phase which confines
a disordered phase of mobile particles between the monolay-
ers109. Lamellar phases represent just one of the many as-
sembly scenarios offered by IPCs: depending on the chosen
parameters, IPCs with two identical patches can form an even
wider zoo of exotic structures, among which there exist porous
bulk phases characterized by parallel nano-channels110. The
control over the properties and the stability range of these
phases will open up possibilities to build three-dimensional
lattices with an open and very regular architecture, that might
be used, e.g., for drug delivery purposes.
2.2 Patchy proteins
It is generally recognized that the interactions between globu-
lar proteins are direction dependent15–22. Such a directionality
generally stems from the overall shape of the folded protein,
the distribution of hydrophobic residues on the protein sur-
face and the distribution of charged residues. At physiologi-
cal pH values, this results in a heterogeneous surface charge,
with the range of the electrostatic interactions being set by
the screening provided by ions in solution101,111,112. The ef-
fect of heterogeneous surface charges and ion condensation on
the protein-protein interactions has recently been described in
reference113 by an appropriately developed multipolar coarse-
grained model. As pointed out in section 2.1, this class of pro-
teins is related to charged patchy colloids, and several mod-
els are being developed in this respect99,101. The appropriate
modeling of directional interactions caused by charge inho-
mogeneities can be challenging, in particular with respect to
specific ion effects: for instance, by forming salt bridges, mul-
tivalent ions have very drastic effects on the effective interac-
tions between proteins in solution to the point of rendering
directional charge repulsions attractive114. More refined mod-
els which taking into account electric multipoles as well as the
distribution of charged, neutral and hydrophobic residues have
been developed13,115.
The phase behavior of dispersions of proteins is of great
interest both from a fundamental point of view and for ap-
plications. Since the precise folded structure of a given pro-
tein is not known a priori, detailed information on the shape
and surface chemistry is not directly available. However, this
information can be obtained through neutron or X-ray scat-
tering experiments with crystallized proteins. Unfortunately,
even when the knowledge on the architecture of individual
proteins is obtained through scattering experiments after suc-
cessful crystallization, it is not possible to visualize the self-
assembly in a protein solution on the single molecule level116.
Consequently, the characterization of the phase behavior of
protein solutions is mainly based on interactions with visible
light that can be measured with common laboratory equip-
ment and that provide insight on average properties20,117–119.
A recent review of the physics of protein self-assembly in
the bulk is given in reference13. In general, the study of the
phase behavior of protein solutions relies on many simplifi-
cations. It is most common for the shape of proteins to be
approximated by spheres, with directional interactions being
approximated by a set of patches, the number, distribution,
extent and range of which are chosen by mapping average
properties measured in experiments. The aforementioned pa-
rameters have for instance been chosen such that predictions
of second-order thermodynamic perturbation theory matched
with experimental information on the critical point17 or on
the cloud-point (i.e. the temperature at which the solution
becomes turbid)120. Within these approaches, the range of
the interactions has been found to weakly depend on the salt
concentration at high ionic strengths17, while the strength of
the interactions was observed to depend on the nature of the
ions121. More complex situations have been recently con-
sidered, such as mixtures of different proteins122 and non-
spherical shapes123–125.
It is worth noting that the folded structure of bovine serum
albumine in solution was recently shown to change in re-
sponse to variations of the pH and salt concentration126; a
similar conclusion was previously drawn from simulations on
the cluster formation in lysozyme solutions111. It is therefore
likely that, at least in some cases, the directional interactions
between the proteins depend on the specific conformation in
force of the presence of internal degrees of freedom in the
proteins. Consequently, these should be considered among
the bottom-up systems within the classification proposed in
this review (see section 3). On a similar note, it has been
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recently shown that proteins undergoing amyloid formation
change their internal structure during aggregation, providing
another clear example of bottom-up self-assembly127.
2.3 Non-spherical patchy colloids
Over the last decades, the availability of monodisperse non-
spherical particles at the nano- and micro-scale128–130 has al-
lowed to design a vast variety of structures with different sym-
metries and packing densities131–133. Shape anisotropy can be
realized for instance by making use of different growth poten-
tials of crystal planes130,134, by embedding polymeric parti-
cles in a sacrificial polymer matrix that is then deformed135 or
even by swelling polymeric particles in a three-dimensional
colloidal crystal129. Complex spheroidal shapes range from
colloidal molecules46,49,136 to more complex colloidal ag-
gregates, such as multipod-like clusters of spheres137, while
even more anisotropic particles range from convex units, such
as rods138, cubes134 and polyhedral particles129, to concave
shapes, such as tetrapods and octapods139,140 or bowl-shaped
colloids141. The particle shape plays an important role in the
self-assembly of target structures with tailored properties. A
systematic study on the assembly behavior of polyhedral hard
particles of many different shapes has, for instance, allowed
to group polyhedra into four categories of organization: liq-
uid crystals, plastic crystals, crystals, and disordered (glassy)
phases132. The same systems can be also mapped according
to the coordination number in the fluid phase (i.e., the num-
ber of nearest neighbors surrounding each polyhedron in the
fluid) and the shape factor (which measures the deviation from
a sphere)131, thus providing a roadmap to drive the assembly
into the desired direction. At the other side of the spectrum,
colloidal branched nanocrystals, like tetrapods or octapods,
tend to self-align on a substrate due to their geometry, making
them interesting units for technological applications both in
two- and three-dimensions139,140. Finally, the particle shape
can also be engineered in order to promote lock and key in-
teractions142–144: shapes can be exploited to drive selective
lock-and-key binding between colloids, thus realizing a sim-
ple mechanism of particle recognition and bonding.
Beyond the already rich framework offered by non-
spherical particles, the interplay between the anisotropy of the
building blocks and well-defined bonding sites on the particle
surface might open tantalizing new perspectives.
At the quasi two-dimensional level, the combination of
shape- and bond-anisotropy has recently proven to direct the
emergence of a rich assembly scenario. A combined numeri-
cal and experimental investigation has shown that unconven-
tional long-range ordered assemblies can be obtained for a
class of highly faceted planar nanocrystals only when com-
bining the effect of shape anisotropy with directional bond-
ing145. Numerical investigations have also shown that reg-
Fig. 2 Main panel: self-assembled crystalline monolayer of patchy
rhombi organized into an open lattice; the interplay between the
particle geometry and the bonding sites controls the resulting phase.
The color of the rhombi represents the particle orientation: the unit
cell of the lattice is composed of three rhombi with different
orientations, represented in orange, red and blue, while the rhombi
in the fluid phase are shown in gray; we note that a small crystalline
nucleus of a different phase is present in the sample (cluster of
orange rhombi on the top-right of the image). Inset: zoom of the
single unit. The color of the patches represents the patch type: two
types of patches, A and B, are considered, where only AA and BB
bonds are allowed. Patches are asymmetrically distributed along the
particle edges.
ular polygonal nanoplates can be designed to assemble into
many different Archimedean tilings146: the competition be-
tween shape anisotropy and interaction patchiness was tuned
to obtain either close-packed or open tilings, the latter emerg-
ing mainly in binary mixtures of different shapes. More-
over, a systematic numerical study of the assembly of con-
vex hard nanoplates combined attractive edge-to-edge inter-
actions with shape transformations147: results were divided
into space filling (not necessarily regular) tilings, porous (pe-
riodic) tilings and complex (disordered) tilings, thus provid-
ing an important insight into how shape and attractive in-
teractions can be exploited to target specific tiling architec-
tures. The development of heuristic rules for the design of
two-dimensional superlattices would allow experimentalists to
improve the crystal properties of already available structures
as well as to access exotic phases with new interesting fea-
tures. Progress in the synthesis of anisotropic nanoplates of-
fers indeed many possibilities for the rational design of two-
dimensional materials with, for instance, different optical and
catalytic properties148,149. It is worth noting that hard poly-
hedral tiles decorated by attractive patches can be also used
to describe two-dimensional molecular networks150: numer-
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ical investigations on rhombus tilings have for instance iden-
tified the mechanisms leading to the emergence of ordered or
random phases151. This study was successively extended by
considering model molecules with particular rotational sym-
metries and studying their self-assembly into network struc-
tures equivalent to rhombus tilings152. Along similar lines, the
assembly under planar confinement of patchy rhombi with a
fixed geometry – inspired by recently synthesized particles130
– has been investigated153, focusing on how the number, the
type and the position of the patches along the edges of the
rhombi influence the tilings (see Figure 2).
In the bulk, the combination of shape- and patch-induced
directional binding has recently provided amazing examples
of tunable ordered structures. Binary mixtures of different
shapes with mutual attraction induced by isotropically dis-
tributed, complementary DNA strands can already exhibit a
wide range of exotic extended architectures154,155 (see also
section 3.2): (i) anisotropic polyhedral blocks and spheres,
for instance, assemble into complex superlattices that can
be tuned by the choice of the DNA shells and the parti-
cle size mismatch between the two components of the mix-
tures154; (ii) rigid tetrahedral DNA origami cages and spheri-
cal nano-particles can form a family of lattices based on the
diamond motif155. When focusing on one-component sys-
tems of anisotropic particles decorated with anisotropic bond-
ing patterns, most of the results accumulated so far in the liter-
ature deal with Janus-like non-spherical entities – mainly elon-
gated shapes carrying one or at most two patches – assembling
into a vast variety of fiber-like structures with diverse appli-
cations. Janus nano-cylinders that form vertical, horizontal
or even smectic arrays156,157, ellipsoids with one patch in a
Janus-like or “kayak” fashion that form ordered assemblies158
or even field-sensitive colloidal fibers159,“Mickey Mouse”-
shaped colloidal molecules that form tubular aggregates160,
and silica rods coated with gold tips that self-assemble into
different multipods161 are just few examples. The susceptibil-
ity of Janus-like anisotropic units to external fields can also be
used to drive the assembly into string-like structures162.
Finally, it is worth noting that the combined approach of
complex shapes and bonding surface patches can provide in-
sights into biological processes163.
2.4 Patchy polymers
A large proportion of self-assembling processes in living sys-
tems adopt a modular approach based on the hierarchical as-
sembly of simple units into larger heterogeneous objects. In
particular, many biopolymers consist of a rather restricted
set of different chemical units, called residues, that, once
assembled into linear sequences, selectively acquire specific
molecular functions and self-assembling properties. The use
of a limited set of residues (20 for proteins and only 4 for
DNA/RNA) defining a finite alphabet has the advantage that
new target structures can be designed (e.g., through evolution)
by just changing the order of the elements along the chain.
Thus the same alphabet can be used for an efficient recycling
of the precious residues: by disassembling chains that do not
fulfill their purpose, waste in the form of isolated residues can
be efficiently reused for new chains. Incidentally, this is why
living organisms can eat each other and synthesize their own
proteins from the ingested building blocks.
Understanding how the linear information is translated into
a three dimensional structure is usually referred to as the “pro-
tein folding problem” which will be discussed later in sec-
tion 3.3. Translating the folding property into a purely artifi-
cial system would open up new possibilities for the design of
novel materials. The assembly of nano- and micro-scale par-
ticles into self-folding strings could enable the cost-effective
production of responsive meta-materials with unprecedented
spatial control over the single particle positions. Indeed, the
possible applications of such materials are extremely diverse:
from nanoscale switches and sensors that respond to, for in-
stance, temperature, light or pH, to catalysts (mimicking the
spatially-defined catalysis of proteins)164–166 and materials
with three-dimensional connectivity that can be used, e.g., to
optimize charge separation in photovoltaics167,168.
In order to reproduce the protein folding process at the
nano- and micro-scale level, patchy particles can prove them-
selves essential: anisotropically-interacting units arranged in
strings could play the same role as the residues constituting
the proteins, effectively constructing functionalized colloidal
chains, the so-called “patchy polymers”169–171 (see panel (a)
of Figure 3). Simulations have shown that the control over
the folding of particle chains can be obtained combining three
main ingredients169–171: (i) the availability of chains com-
posed of units interacting through different isotropic poten-
tials, (ii) the control over the particle sequence, and (iii) the
presence of directional attractions between the chain units.
While the isotropic interactions mimic the chemical flavor of
the constituent units along the chain, the directional interac-
tions, induced by, e.g., surface patches, mimic the hydrogen-
bonds along the backbone of natural biopolymers. The im-
printing of the target structure using a finite alphabet is guar-
anteed by a reduction of the number of accessible configu-
rations: both the hydrogen-bond and the patch-patch contact
networks (in analogy to the secondary structure in proteins)
increase the statistical weight of the configurations that are
geometrically compatible with the bond directionality. The
generality and versatility of the self-assembly strategy de-
scribed above has been demonstrated by the successful design
and folding of chains made of just two different isotropically-
interacting units, each decorated with two patches170. Inter-
estingly, knot-like structures can be chosen as targets for the
folding and, in analogy with proteins, such knotted configura-
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Fig. 3 Panel (a). Schematic illustration of a patchy polymer with one patch per particle (top): the isotropically interacting particles are
represented by turquoise spheres, while the patches on the colloidal surface are depicted as small white spheres; schematic illustration of the
geometrical parameters of the model (bottom): rP is the distance between patches on different chain units, while θ1 and θ2 are the alignment
angles between these patches (these parameters determine the inter-particle directional interaction), RHC is the radius of the colloids, while r is
the distance between the particles (which solely determines the inter-particle isotropic interaction). Panel (b). Schematic comparison between
the protein structure (top) and the Caterpillar model (bottom): both the hydrogen bonds and the patches along the protein backbone pre-sculpt
the configurational space, allowing for a successfull design.
tions can significantly change the melting temperature of these
targets upon cyclization169. Further work to characterize the
relative designability of the knotted topologies is in progress.
Recently, the designability properties of linear patchy poly-
mers have been exhaustively explored in terms of alphabet size
and number of patches172. An interesting re-entrant behavior
emerged, indicating a “designability window” for the number
of patches. The boundaries of the re-entrant region are defined
by a number of patches high enough to reduce the number of
statistically relevant compact configurations and low enough
to preserve the anisotropic nature of the monomer-monomer
directional interactions. Such a systematic exploration led to
the formulation of a simple criterion to predict a priori the des-
ignability of different polymer architectures – a criterion that
also natural proteins fulfil. This criterion is based on the ap-
pearance of a particular peak in the radial distribution function
that dominates over the random packing of the patchy units
and is thus experimentally accessible172.
The results accumulated so far suggest that designability
can be controlled by any strategy that reduces the configura-
tional entropy per monomer, directionality being one exam-
ple. It would thus be possible to define a general relationship
between the configurational entropy per monomer and the al-
phabet size that controls the boundaries of the designability
window, thus serving as a universal guideline to achieve des-
ignability. Novel experimentally realizable polymer systems
could be conceived using such a guideline.
3 Patchy particles from the bottom-up route
All systems discussed in section 2 have in common that the
particle bonding pattern is permanent and does not change
during the interactions with other units. As pointed out in the
previous section, the production of patchy units via top-down
approaches has some limitations that might hinder the suc-
cessful assembly of novel materials. Some of these limitations
can be overcome by employing molecular building blocks un-
dergoing a hierarchical self-assembly process: the basic idea
of the bottom-up route is to use microscopic constituents, such
as polymers or biopolymers, that are able to self-assemble into
nano- and micro-scale objects, which, in turn, can generate
supramolecular assemblies. Bottom-up approaches allow to
obtain precisely defined units, with high yield, precision and
monodispersity, once the appropriate sub-units are chosen or
designed; the product of the first self-assembly stage, which
in the field of proteins is referred to as folding, is a finite struc-
ture that successively undergoes a second assembly step. The
general strategy relies on the spontaneous emergence of the
structure of the intermediate constructs, which stems directly
from the microscopic properties of the basic molecular con-
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stituents: the latter already contains information about the for-
mer. In this section, we focus on systems where, at the level
of the intermediate constructs, directional bonding and lim-
ited valence emerge; these intermediate objects can thus be
referred to as patchy units. The emergence of patchy-particle-
like constructs via hierarchical self-assembly yields particles
that are different and inherently more complex than their hard
counterparts: being a result of the, often reversible, bonding
between smaller objects, these patchy units have many inter-
nal degrees of freedom and, as a consequence, are intrinsically
floppy. Interestingly, softness itself is an emergent trait of this
class of particles, and as such can be tuned by changing the mi-
croscopic constituents, hence allowing for a systematic study
of its role on the dynamics and thermodynamics of soft-matter
systems. The presence of inner degrees of freedom in the par-
ticles has been proven to play an important role in the determi-
nation of the thermodynamics of soft-matter systems173, go-
ing as far as controlling the stability of whole phases174. In
particular, it was shown that patchy systems combining low
valence, bond flexibility and soft interactions can stabilize the
liquid phase in contrast to the solid one even in the zero-
temperature limit, meaning that even at extremely low tem-
peratures the entropic term prevails over the energetic term in
the free energy balance of such systems173. These results were
found for patchy models apt to describe associating fluids or
DNA-coated colloids with limited valence, but also tetravalent
DNA nanostars, i.e. extremely flexible patchy units with four
bonding patches, were shown to never crystallize and form in-
stead a thermodynamically stable, fully bonded equilibrium
gel174.
In recent years, polymer-based macromolecules or
nanocomposites (such as mixtures of polymers and colloids)
were shown to be extremely powerful and versatile systems
for the self-assembly of soft functionalized nanoparticles26.
Janus-like, triblock, striped and multi-patch units can indeed
be created by playing with the topology, the geometry and
the type of polymeric macromolecules175–180. Compared to
their hard counterparts, soft functionalized nanoparticles from
polymer-based systems offer a large and easily-accessible
playground to direct the design of the desired functional-
ization. On the other hand, the real time and real space
visualization of polymer-based systems through light mi-
croscopy is practically impossible because of the small sizes
of the forming particles and patches, that are, in turn, limited
by the lengths of the polymers. Electron microscopy allows
to obtain an insight in the structures present in the sample,
but the dynamics are hard to follow and one should be always
aware of possible artifacts introduced by the sample prepara-
tion. It should also be noted that, in most cases, the patchiness
of the resulting units is frozen in; nonetheless, in principle,
these patchy units can be allowed to rearrange by changing the
solvent conditions. In section 3.1, we report several examples
of control over the formation of anisotropic units through the
specific features of polymeric macromolecules, showing also
how the microscopic parameters can influence the emergence
of, e.g., gel-, string- or sheet-like structures175–180. In
sections 3.2 and 3.3, we extend our discussion from polymers
to biopolymers, where the control over the self-assembled
functionalized units is achieved by making use of distinct
alphabets of molecular bricks. Proteins are biopolymers
composed of 20 different types of amino acids, the sequence
of which determines the way in which they fold and –
through their natural conformation – the function they have in
nature; DNA molecules are composed of nucleotides of four
different types. The interactions between biopolymers such
as proteins and DNA are very specific both in direction and
in choice of binding partners. The interactions between DNA
monomers for instance is dominated by strongly directional
Watson-Crick pairing and has been used in many man-made
self assembling systems. Subsection 3.2 presents recent
advancements related to man-made DNA-based systems,
while in subsection 3.3, we discuss the progress on predicting
the folding of proteins as well as the use of protein-ligand
interactions in detail.
3.1 Polymer-based systems
Polymers are macromolecules consisting of a sequence of
monomeric units, each with specific chemical properties,
linked by means of covalent bonds. Polymeric macro-
molecules can either consist of a sequence of identical units
- homopolymers - or of sequences of units interacting selec-
tively with the solvent: solvophobic or solvophilic monomers
can be either distributed in groups - block copolymers - or
evenly - heteropolymers - along the chain. The selective in-
teractions of the monomeric units with the solvent as well as
the physical and topological constraints within each polymer
give rise to an intramolecular competition between entropic
and enthalpic factors: on one hand, solvophobic monomers
tend to minimize their exposure to the solvent, thus giving rise
to effective enthalpic attractions between themselves, while
solvophilic monomers tend to maximize their contact with the
solvent; on the other hand, the tethering between the various
monomers and the finite volume occupied by each of them
give rise to an intramolecular entropic repulsion. The interplay
between entropic and enthalpic factors drives intramolecular
self-assembling processes.
A first possibility to obtain nanoparticles with effective di-
rectional interactions consists in grafting repulsive polymeric
units onto attractive nano-scale colloids. Both experiments181
and simulations182 have shown that these grafted nanoparti-
cles robustly self-assemble into a variety of anisotropic super-
structures, typically observed only in systems of anisotropi-
cally interacting units. This result, which stems from the de-
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formability of the polymeric corona, holds both for homoge-
neously and inhomogeneously grafted units and at low and
intermediate grafting densities. The characterization of the di-
rectional interaction induced by grafting homopolymeric units
onto nanoparticles has been theoretically investigated in refer-
ence183. Both homogeneously and inhomogeneously grafted
nanoparticles were shown to qualitatively behave as Janus par-
ticles with patches whose size can be predetermined by ana-
lytical calculations and appears to be related to the number
of grafted homopolymeric chains and to the the size ratio be-
tween the radius of gyration of the grafted macromolecules
and the radius of the nanoparticle. Such an analytical re-
sult has been confirmed by extensive simulations performed
on colloid functionalized with a low-density homopolymeric
grafting. These particles are shown to exclusively belong to
the Janus class irrespectively on the number of grafted chains,
thus rendering clear that simple homopolymeric units grafted
onto a central core might not be able to give rise to func-
tionalized patches with more than one patch184. In order
to reach such a goal it thus appears to be important to add
some chemical complexity to the system. Similar to perma-
nently grafted nanoparticles, dendrimeric hydrophobic hosts
with condensed hydrophilic polymeric guest molecules were
also shown to form aggregates whose architecture is driven by
anisotropy. Here the directional interactions arise depending
on the amount of guest molecules on the hosts which in turn
is dynamically controlled via the guest molecule concentra-
tion177.
A completely different class of patchy units can be obtained
by a careful blending of polymeric ingredients only. For in-
stance, Janus-like particles can be obtained by mixing two
different phase-separating homopolymers in a solution con-
taining also a non-solvent to both polymers. In this case, the
Janus fraction is controlled by the different properties of the
two polymers, their molecular weights and the mixing ratios
of the various components175. The assembly scenario can be
enriched to include striped and multi-patch particles by link-
ing the two homopolymers together and mixing the resulting
diblock copolymer with one of the two original homopoly-
mers175. Collapse of linear copolymers into particles pre-
senting regions with different levels of hydrophobicity and
hydrophillicity had been already shown when copolymeric
units had been used to mimic protein like structures185,186.
By exposing linear chains of block copolymers to a solvent
that is bad for both parts, it is possible to make the chains
collapse into spherical objects. The subsequent phase sepa-
ration taking place between the two different blocks can be
exploited to obtain particles with heterogeneous surfaces187.
The main strength of such an approach is its simplicity, while
the size and distribution of the functionalized regions which
self-assemble on the collapsed macromolecule are not eas-
ily controllable. By playing with both the geometry of the
polymeric macromolecules and the composition of the solu-
tion, more complex scenarios can emerge: patchy micelles
can spontaneously assemble from a binary mixture of diblock
copolymers having a common polymeric section; the patch-
iness of the system being determined by the solvent quality
through the pH176. Similar results can be obtained by impos-
ing different topological constraints, for instance by binding
three homopolymers together. Changing the way in which
the three types of polymers are linked together controls the
functionality of the system: triblock copolymer chains179 and
stars178 have been shown to self-assemble into patchy parti-
cles that then form string-, sheet-like superstructures or even
open lamellar and cylindrical aggregates depending on the
concentration of particular ions (that modifies the solubility of
one of the arms), the volumes occupied by the different groups
and/or the solvent quality178,179.
Finally, very promising polymeric macromolecules that
have been recently shown to self-assemble into soft func-
tionalized units are diblock copolymer stars, also referred to
as telechelic star polymers (TSPs)188. Experimental realiza-
tions of such macromolecules are, e.g., end-functionalized star
polymers180,189,190. TSPs are obtained by grafting a num-
ber f of diblock copolymers, each consisting of a solvopho-
bic and a solvophilic section, onto a central anchoring point:
the solvophilic heads form the soft particle core, while the
solvophobic tails are exposed to the solvent and form a shell
that can either be equally distributed on the surface or as-
sembled into distinct regions on the surface. In selective sol-
vents, the intra-star association can lead to the formation of
soft patchy units. The number and the size of the resulting
patches depend on f , the percentage of attractive monomers
in the polymer chains, α, and the solvent properties (temper-
ature, pH, etc.)191–194. In particular, by exploring the single
molecule phase diagram as a function of f and α, slightly be-
low the Θ-temperature of the solvophobic part, it was shown
that systems self-aggregate into patchy assemblies. The im-
pressive peculiarity of TSP systems is that the stars retain
at finite density the valence and the patchiness observed at
zero density. Thanks to their robust and flexible architecture,
TSPs have been dubbed “soft Legos” that possess the abil-
ity to self-assemble at different levels: at the single-molecule
level, TSPs order as soft patchy colloids which then, at the
supramolecular level, stabilize complex phases that are com-
patible with the functionalization of the single, self-assembled
units. These supramolecular structures include gel-like net-
works193 and complex crystal structures192, such as diamond
or cubic phases (see Figure 4). It is worth stressing that
the number of functionalized (patchy) regions is completely
controlled by the choice of a pre-determined set of chemical
and/or physical parameters. Indeed, in addition to the perma-
nent parameters ( f ,α), the valence of the self-assembled func-
tionalized units can be altered via the solvation conditions, i.
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e., the chemical composition of the solvent, the pH or temper-
ature194, thus rendering TSPs fully versatile and tunable flex-
ible self-assembling building blocks. The possibility to tune
the number and the equilibrium arrangement of the patches, in
combination with the capability of these patchy assemblies to
maintain their internal structure at finite density, strongly mo-
tivated the development of a coarse-grained model inspired by
TSPs and well-suited for the investigation of the bulk behav-
ior of these systems. In particular, the model has been used to
elucidate the role of softness and patch rearrangement on the
formation of gel networks at a level where both features can
be controlled by appropriately chosen parameters195.
Fig. 4 Functionalised TSPs in a mechanically stable crystal
configuration. TSPs undergo a hierarchical self-assembly process:
initially the intramolecular aggregation turns each macromolecule
into a soft patchy colloid (here each unit has six patches) which
then, in turn, are able to stabilize phases compatible with their
functionalization (here a simple cubic crystal).
3.2 DNA-based systems
Biological systems use DNA to store and retrieve genetic in-
formation. The information is encoded in a linear fashion by
a four-letter alphabet thanks to the high selectivity provided
by the Watson-Crick base pairing. This high selectivity, to-
gether with the very different mechanical properties of single-
and double-strands, makes DNA an excellent candidate for
bottom-up self-assembly27. Using DNA has a few additional
advantages. First of all, nature provides a whole set of en-
zymes that make it easier to work with nucleic acids. Sec-
ondly, the cost of synthetic and viral DNA has dropped signif-
icantly in the last decade. Lastly, DNA- or RNA-based struc-
tures can also be employed as medical tools in virtue of their
compatibility with biological matter196. As a consequence,
the use of DNA in materials science and nanotechnology has
grown considerably in the last few years.
The notion of using DNA as a building block dates back
to the 1980s, when N. C. Seeman started working on DNA-
based materials197. On one side, his seminal work spurred
the fast development of what is today known as DNA nan-
otechnology198, which employs DNA as a tool to build molec-
ular motors199, logic gates200 and finite-sized objects with
pre-designed shapes such as polyhedra201,202, tubes203,204 or
even complicated, irregular structures, e.g., DNA origami205,
which can be used as nano-scaffolds for high precision ex-
periments206–208 or even as drug delivery vectors196. On the
materials science side, the early results obtained by Seeman
and others showed that DNA can be also used as a build-
ing block for the generation of ordered and disordered bulk
phases27,209–211.
DNA-based soft-matter building blocks have been histori-
cally divided into two distinct categories: DNA-coated col-
loids (DNA-CC) and all-DNA supramolecular constructs (all-
DNA). Both strategies exploit the selective binding provided
by the Watson-Crick mechanism to introduce an effective,
temperature-dependent interaction between the basic con-
stituents of the system, although the two schemes are essen-
tially different and have different advantages and disadvan-
tages. However, there exist few systems which sit in the mid-
dle and can be seen as intermediate between DNA-CC and
all-DNA systems. Relevant examples are very small particles
grafted with very sparse, ultrashort strands212 and mixtures of
DNA-CCs and DNA origami155.
3.2.1 DNA-coated colloids. The possibility to tune the
mutual interaction between nano- and microsized particles by
functionalising their surface makes them suitable for many
technological and medical applications216,217. For example,
polymers have been used for decades to sterically stabilize
colloidal solutions218. In addition to providing a tunable re-
pulsion, grafted DNA can also be used to add a controllable
mutual attraction between colloids. By carefully choosing
the strand sequences and grafting density, DNA-CC have been
used to create non-compact crystals209,219, crystals with tun-
able lattice parameters220, gels221 and more216,217. Most of
these results have been obtained by using a uniform DNA-
grafting density. There are a few notable exceptions. Feng
et al., for example, have developed a simple method to make
micron-sized DNA-CC with a single patch and a very high
yield222. By contrast, Wang et al., use a much more versa-
tile, albeit laborious, technique to create “colloidal analogues
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Fig. 5 Snapshots taken from oxDNA simulations213 of all-DNA self-assembling systems. As the temperature, T , goes down (from left to
right), single strands join to form larger structures. (a) The hierarchical self-assembly of an all-DNA gel: as T decreases, single strands
assemble into tetravalent DNA-constructs which, in turn, link with each other to form a physical gel214,215. (b) A solution of a long scaffold
strand (in blue) and short staple strands at high temperature turns into a small DNA origami as T is lowered (courtesy of Ben Snodin). (c)
All-DNA tiles can be used as building blocks to assemble more complicated supramolecular structures such as polyhedra or cage-like
structures (courtesy of John Schreck)201,202.
of atoms with valence” by selectively grafting DNA-strands
on the protrusions of small clusters of amidinated polysterene
microspheres with well-defined symmetries23. A similar strat-
egy, which employs DNA-grafted polyhedral blocks to add di-
rectional binding, has been recently proposed154.
However, valency can also be enforced in systems made of
uniformly-grafted DNA-CC, provided that the DNA strands
can diffuse over the surface223, as suggested by Angioletti-
Uberti et al.224. The basic idea revolves around grafting ad-
ditional non-binding DNA strands onto the particle surface:
thanks to the many-body nature of the interaction between
DNA- CC, the resulting particle valence is controlled by the
interplay between the non-specific repulsion, which depends
on the strand length, temperature and salt concentration, and
the attraction due to DNA hybridisation. Coarse-grained sim-
ulations show that, in contrast with DNA-CC with immo-
bile DNA linkers, these limited-valence DNA-CC can self-
assemble into open structures224.
The possibility of going beyond uniformly-grafted DNA-
CC has been recently demonstrated by the development of
techniques aimed at grafting single DNA-strands with specific
arrangements on the surface of colloids225,226. As shown by
Halverson and Tkachenko, these directionally functionalized
DNA-CC could provide a route to generate error-free, meso-
scopic structures with high yield227.
3.2.2 All-DNA constructs. In the context of anisotropic
interactions, and specifically of patchy systems, all-DNA con-
structs have the advantage of being intrinsically valence-
limited, since the maximum number of possible bonds can
be readily selected by a careful design of the DNA se-
quences214. However, these constructs require an accurate
synthesis and long purification and annealing protocols214.
Generally, all-DNA materials require a multi-step (hierar-
chical) self-assembly process: first, single strands assemble
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into DNA-constructs or tiles. These constructs, in turn, self-
assemble into larger objects or structures upon lowering the
temperature197. Figure 5 presents a few examples of all-
DNA systems undergoing hierarchical self-assembly. This
strategy has been employed in the past to generate crystalline
structures of different types197,202. More recently, DNA has
been incorporated as a tool to investigate and generate soft-
matter disordered or partially ordered materials. For exam-
ple, Bellini and co-workers have shown that ultrashort DNA
strands can pile up and self-assemble into long chains that, at
high concentrations, form liquid crystalline states228. The de-
pendence on the sequence, the type of nucleic acid (DNA or
RNA) and the effect of the presence of dangling ends have all
been investigated experimentally228–230, showing that the final
state is deeply affected by even small changes of the building
blocks. A fundamental understanding of the self-assembly of
these systems has been provided by the theory developed by
de Michele and co-workers. Their theory, together with ac-
companying numerical simulations, has shown that the for-
mation of these all-DNA liquid crystals can be understood in
the framework of patchy particles by modeling double strands
as cylinders with two patches, resulting in semi-quantitative
agreement with experiments231,232.
This connection between simple anisotropic toy models
and DNA constructs has been further strengthened by re-
cent experiments on trivalent and tetravalent DNA nanostars,
i.e. DNA constructs with a fixed valence of three and four,
respectively. Bellini and co-workers have carried out mea-
surements of the low-density phase diagram and dynamics
of these nanostars, providing the first experimental confirma-
tion of the dependence of the size of the gas-liquid instabil-
ity region on the valence214 and a thorough characterization
of the structural and dynamical properties of the equilibrium
gel phase233–235. On the numerical side, accurate coarse-
grained simulations and liquid-state theories have been shown
to match experimental results215,236, supporting the experi-
mentally observed thermodynamic stability of the disordered
gel with respect to crystallization174, in line with recent re-
sults on toy models of patchy particles237. In a similar fash-
ion, building on earlier numerical and theoretical work done
on toy models238, mixtures of different DNA constructs have
been used to synthesize a material that gels on heating239.
The collection of these results suggests that the phe-
nomenology observed in patchy systems can be reproduced
by all-DNA systems, provided that the intrinsic flexibility of
DNA is taken into account174,237.
3.3 Biopolymers and proteins
Proteins are heteropolymers of different length composed of
20 different types of amino acids. The tasks that proteins per-
form are very diverse: they usually involve interactions with
other proteins or other biomolecules, such as DNA or RNA.
These interactions are controlled by the same elements that
encode for the native structure of the protein itself. Struc-
ture and function are, as a consequence, strongly correlated,
and directly dependent on the sequence of amino acids along
the protein chain. Hence, unveiling the fundamental prop-
erties of proteins is of paramount importance to understand
and control the physiology of living organisms at the molecu-
lar level. Depending on the amino-acid sequence, some pro-
teins can collapse to form a well-defined “native” conforma-
tion, while others can not. The process of forming a com-
pact, native structure is referred to as folding. The major-
ity of biochemical reactions in living organisms is based on
the activity of proteins14. Each protein performs a specific
set of functions that generally requires folding the chain into
specific configurations14,240 or even fluctuating within an en-
semble of configurations241–244. This remarkable property
can be exploited to construct novel materials either by creat-
ing protein-like systems (e.g., the patchy polymers described
in section 2.4) or by creating artificial proteins designed to
self-assemble into target architectures. Despite encouraging
results, computational protein folding245,245,246,246,247,247–252
and protein design253–267 remains a daunting task. The poten-
tial applications can be divided into three principal categories
that could profit enormously from computational protein de-
sign: chemistry (e.g., enzyme design164,268–270), materials sci-
ence265,266,271 and medicine, where computational approaches
could significantly contribute to drug design by, for instance,
offering new and more powerful delivery methods for existing
anti-cancer drugs3,272.
3.3.1 Super-selective drug delivery vectors.
Nanomedicine, which uses nanosized, appropriately de-
signed drug delivery vehicles to improve targeting of tumors,
is one of the most promising fields for cancer imaging and
treatment3. Nanoparticle vectors typically comprise two
major elements: a container including the drug and a smart
surface capable of releasing the drug only in the vicinity
of the target. The synthesis of such particles poses several
problems, from the efficient loading of the drug to the coating
strategy of the surface of the particle272.
One of the major challenges to design efficient drug deliv-
ery vectors is the engineering of the particle functionalization
to discriminate between cancerous and healthy tissues. Being
present in high concentrations on different typologies of tumor
cell membranes, several biomarkers or receptors273–275 would
be optimal targets, were it not that they are also present on
healthy cells, albeit at lower concentrations. One strategy to
overcome this problem relies on multivalency: by associating
the same drug delivery vector with many ligands, the effec-
tive binding to a cell membrane becomes very sensitive to the
concentration of the biomarker. Super-selective multivalent
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drugs bind preferentially to surfaces rich in the target recep-
tors. Multivalent particles are proving to be a promising new
direction in nanomedicine276–281, and are in particular very ef-
fective against several types of cancerous cells276–279,281–289.
A key point is that the interaction between the nanoparticle lig-
ands and the target receptors must be both selective and weak,
so that, in analogy to Velcro R©, the particle only bind to sur-
faces that have a high concentration of receptors290,291. Cur-
rently, coatings targeting cancers are identified mainly through
large trial and error screenings with limited help from compu-
tational modeling, and without specific design to control the
binding affinity. The key to the realization of velcro-like par-
ticles is in the design of the binding strength and specificity
of the ligand-receptor bonds276,290 as well as the control over
the geometrical distribution of the ligands on the surface of
the nanoparticles. Proteins are an optimal choice as ligands
since they offer excellent control over the binding selectivity
and can be chosen so as to minimize the interference with nor-
mal cell function. Unfortunately, among natural proteins it is
very hard to select for ligands with low binding strength while
keeping high selectivity. A computational approach might
thus provide such control and could be used to design and
test new efficient cancer-targeting drug delivery vectors. A
possible strategy to achieve the design of multivalent drug de-
livery vectors will require a protein design method and a way
to control the binding affinity without affecting the specificity
towards the target receptors.
3.3.2 Protein design.The design of proteins is an example
of the so-called “inverse folding problems” (IFPs). IFPs con-
sist of the search for amino acid sequences whose lowest free
energy state (i.e., the native structure) coincides with a given
target conformation. The design of natural protein structures
holds its rank in the hall-of-fame of the greatest scientific chal-
lenges292.
Full-atomistic protein models are a very successful ap-
proach to the computational modeling of proteins. Such mod-
els are detailed representations where all atom-atom interac-
tions, including interactions with the solvent molecules, are
explicitly taken into account and are used to infer the equi-
librium properties as well as to characterize the protein dy-
namics. Examples that summarize the current possibility of
computer-aided protein design are: the mutation of buried
core residues to alter the inner packing of the target pro-
teins255,257–259,293 or to increase protein thermal stability261,
the introduction of residues in order to catalyze specific chem-
ical reactions294, the synthesis of entirely novel sequences for
existing protein structures256, and finally the design of pro-
teins not found in nature265,295–299. The major drawback of
full-atomistic models is that they require massive computa-
tional resources, which is the biggest limitation to computa-
tional drug design. Moreover, none of the methods developed
so far has successfully designed proteins with tuned ligand-
receptor interaction strengths.
A direct approach to solving the IFPs would be to use
large computer facilities to exhaustively screen sequences ca-
pable of folding into a target structure. The enormous num-
ber of possible sequences that one would need to test is be-
yond the available computational power (e.g., to a short pep-
tide of just 20 amino acids correspond ∼ 1018 sequences,
out of which only a negligible small fraction would fold into
the target structure). Shakhnovich et al. 300,301 developed a
protein design strategy based on the Random Energy Model
(REM)302,303, which describes the freezing transition of a het-
eropolymer in a mean field approach. The validity of the
REM solution to the IFPs has been extensively proven us-
ing lattice models301,304–310. Recently, Coluzza311,312 intro-
duced the Caterpillar coarse-graining model based exactly on
the idea that the proteins are pre-sculpted by molecular fea-
tures, thus extending the REM approach off-lattice. In the
Caterpillar protein model, the amino acids are represented as
overlapping spheres anchored along the backbone (see panel
(b) of Figure 3). The model has only transferable parame-
ters that have been adjusted so that the designed sequences
refolded to their native structures312.
3.3.3 Super-selective ligand design. One of the key
properties of biological molecules is that they can bind
strongly to certain compounds and yet interact only weakly
with the very large number of other molecules that they en-
counter. Simple lattice models were used to test several meth-
ods to design binding specificity307. It was shown that bind-
ing sites designed to interact quite strongly with compounds
are unlikely to bind non-specifically to other molecules. Such
a specificity can be further controlled if binding occurs simul-
taneously with folding. Lattice proteins that do not fold in
solution were observed to undergo interaction-induced fold-
ing308. These proteins bind with the same high specificity as
proteins already folded in solution, but have a considerably
lower binding free energy. In other words, these proteins can
bind to a compound in a way that is highly specific, yet re-
versible. On one hand, the specific binding can be achieved
by designing the target protein folded and bound to the re-
ceptor. On the other hand, to reduce the binding strength,
few random residues on the non-binding region of the protein-
receptor complex can be forced to be hydrophilic, setting the
balance between the folded-bound and the unfolded-unbound
state. Although this scheme has extensively been tested only
on lattice proteins, a preliminary study using the Caterpillar
model seems to confirm that the same working principle ap-
plies in the continuum313. In fact, the preliminary results ob-
tained so far with this model show that it is possible to design
proteins so that they bind specifically to pockets tailored to
the ligand native structure (see Figure 6). The proteins are de-
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signed to fold in a pocket and, depending on the pocket design
and on the part of the sequence that does not interact with the
pocket, the propensity of the protein to also fold in solution
can be tuned. The binding affinity of the designed proteins
can be controlled in the same way as for lattice proteins, i.e.,
by using the randomness of the artificial sequence.
Fig. 6 Schematic representation of an ideal pocket designed to
reproduce the structure of the human Fas apoptotic inhibitory
protein (PDB Id. 3mx7)313. The turquoise surface covering the
protein (colored in yellow) is made of a mesh of hard particles
(colored in orange) with the radius equal to the hard core radius of
the Caterpillar model (2A˚). When the protein is pushed into the
mesh, the hard particles are repelled by the self-avoiding interaction.
Different surfaces can be obtained by changing the orientation of the
protein and the maximum depth. It is interesting to notice that this
procedure is reminiscent of the experimental techniques used to
produce molecular moulds314–317.
4 Conclusions
Self-assembly is a fundamental mechanism that rules nature
at the atomic/molecular scale and is nowadays exploited in
materials science to build desired structures at the colloidal
(nano- or micro-) scale. The spontaneous formation of a target
equilibrium architecture is profoundly affected by the thermo-
dynamic balance between entropic and energetic contributions
as well as by the aggregation kinetics of the self-assembly pro-
cess. The interplay between these factors can be to some ex-
tent controlled when the self-assembling units possess them-
selves some additional information for their spontaneous or-
ganization. The newest and most successful routes to self-
assembled materials rely on anisotropy: extra instructions for
the assembly of target materials with desired architectures and
properties can be imparted upon the particles if the interac-
tions are no longer merely isotropic but rather depend on the
relative positions and orientations of the particles with respect
to each other. In this review, we have focused in particular on
soft matter systems characterized by a limitation on the num-
ber of bonds that each unit is able to form: by virtue of the
asymmetry and selectivity of their interaction patterns, par-
ticles with limited bonding valence are excellent base units
for the spontaneous assembly of desired structures. We con-
sidered a broad range of systems and traced out some of the
emerging trends in the design of functionalized particles for
the assembly of materials with tailored properties. Contex-
tually, we proposed also some related insights on the mech-
anisms behind some naturally-occurring phenomena such as
protein folding and protein crystallization. The topics touched
upon in the present review are highly interdisciplinary, involv-
ing physics, chemistry, chemical engineering and bio-related
sciences, so that a unique framework is hard to be drawn.
Among the rich variety of units characterized by limited bond-
ing valence, such as patchy colloids, proteins, polymers and
DNA-based systems, we focused on a selection of function-
alized building blocks that we believe to be very promising.
In particular, we reported in detail on some ingredients of
self-assembling systems that might be crucial to gain an ever
greater control over the forming structures, such as emerging
directionality between charged units, the role of pre-existing
bonds between some of the assembling units, the interplay be-
tween anisotropic particle shapes and bonding patterns, en-
hanced fluctuations of the bonding patterns, and/or the control
over the bond specificity.
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